


“If you really think the environment 
is less important than the economy,

try holding your breath 
while you count your money.”

Dr. Guy McPherson

BEYOND MONEY
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Baking, gardening and bike repairs; they seem like an ill-fitted and 
somewhat mismatched list of activities. Services and expertise in 

these areas, all lumped together, are not what you might expect from 
your average local business. But at the risk of sounding cliched, Love 

Works isn’t your average local business - at least not yet.

LOVE WORKS

words by Ewen Friers

photos by Kelly Morris

Housed in an ageing church hall in north 
Belfast, straddling one of the city’s infamous 
interfaces, is a new organisation: the Love 
Works co-operative. This workers-owned co-op 
might well be presenting us with a compelling 
alternative image for the future of business in 
Northern Ireland, particularly in areas suffering 
from years of social deprivation and long 
standing community division. 

On a dull night in late November, seven young 
men that make up some of the members, 
shareholders and workforce of Love Works 
are unloading a small trailer stacked with 
bikes - bikes of all shapes and sizes, of varying 
styles and in varying degrees of dilapidation, 
many of which will be completely restored and 
sold. The rest are owned by Love Works’ loyal 
and growing customer base and are here to be 
repaired. I try to lend a hand by wheeling a 
few of them into Macrory Church Hall with 
the group, who quickly prove themselves to 
be a hardworking team as well as constant 
practical jokers! They share a strong sense of 
brotherhood and  a relaxed, fun atmosphere, 
which tangibly unites them all. 

Forming a human chain, the workers lift the 
bikes onto a stage at the far end of the hall, 
through a door leading backstage, and down 
a creaking wooden stairway into a musty 
basement beneath the building. As the last of 
almost sixty bikes is squeezed into the store, 
I’m called into a communal kitchen where a 
towering pizza oven that has been reclaimed 
for the making of artisan bread is steaming 
in the corner. On a central worktop lies a 
selection of freshly baked loaves; Danish rye, 
olive sourdough. Behind them, arms folded 
and beaming, stand the Love Works team. 
Most of the loaves will end up at Belfast’s 
weekly folktown market the following morning, 
but one is carved up for us to sample as we 
chat amongst ourselves. The group is mainly 
from north Belfast, and also the east and the 
west of the city. The men are open about their 
backgrounds and some of the difficulties they’ve 
faced growing up; from historic community 
division and the presence of paramilitaries 
to prison sentences and the austere financial 
landscape of our times. Love Works provides 
them not just with work, but with a space for 
healing and a focus on a more hopeful future. 
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How is this done? How does the Love 
Works ethos differ from a more traditional 
community outreach scheme? Firstly, Love 
Works is an independent and cooperative 
business, providing its members with access 
to meaningful skills such as management 
and decision making as well as with a level of 
control and responsibility. All members have 
an equal say, there is no hierarchy and no 
single leader or boss. A focus falls on creating 
spaces for transformation through non-verbal 
practices, in addition to more conventional 
verbal approaches. 

When the team shows me the tool store behind 
the kitchen, full of all manner of gardening 
paraphernalia and neatly organised and ready 
for the next landscaping job, I’m struck by how 
rich in visual metaphor Love Works’ operations 
are, and I wonder if this is intentional. Baking, 
gardening and bike repairs? Patience, growth, 
care? It is when I speak with Richard Higginson, 
one of the founding members, that I get a 
deeper sense of this non-typical business ethos. 

“In an age of austerity it’s the social economy 
that trumps,” Richard says. “It’s what we can 
discover in our relationships that trumps the 
way the economy has been working up to now.” 
Speaking of Love Works’ vision, he continues 
that “it should be built on a social economy for 
our fellow human beings,” unlike the prevailing 
idea of modern business.

Richard and Love Works have turned their 
backs on the sorts of economic values that 
have arguably been at war with our planet’s 
ecosystems for decades; but more than this, 
neoliberal capitalist ideals have also arguably 

been at war with our sense of connection to 
one another.  Whilst Love Works places a focus 
on environmentally sustainable practices, 
it strikes me that it also taps into the sorts 
of human interconnections that are often 
lost or overlooked amid a haze of financial 
growth-obsessed free market capitalism. This 
sort of attitude places a focus on sustainable 
relationships in our working lives, and on 
mutual respect, care and love.   

“We’re called Love Works,” Richard explains, 
“because of the belief that love is an essential 
ingredient in our currency. It’s not about money 
as an indicator of growth essentially, it’s about 
looking at love as a currency for growth as well.” 
He adds that “we need to teach ourselves that 
our growth and success as a business is not 
always about whether there’s money there to 
be paid out at the end of the month, but how 
we’re growing in our relationships with each 
other – how we are looking out for each other.” 

When I enquire about how the group will 
move forward into the new year, the members 
I have met talk about their place in the wider 
community. It is clear that they have a solid, 
working operation, and although no business 
can be wholly harmonious, Love Works seems 
ready and hungry to reach out positively 
to a much wider audience. Whilst baking, 
gardening and bike repairs had seemed to me to 
be a somewhat unlikely mix, it’s a mix that now 
seems all the more obvious and appropriate 
after meeting the team. 

If you need any of the services detailed above, 
you’ll know where to go. Love works, trust me..
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